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ABSTRACT 

Search algorithms in artificial intelligence are 

basically using space linear in the search depth which 

are predominantly used to simplify difficult problems. 

In this paper, we study the various linear space search 

algorithms- Best First Search(BFS), Greedy best first 

search(GBFS), Iterative Deepening(ID), .We use 

random tree T(b,d) that has mean branching factor 

b,depth d, and node costs that are the sum of the costs 

of the edges from the root to the nodes.We show that 

the expected number of nodes expanded by DFBnB on 

a random tree is less than bd times the expected 

number of nodes expanded by BFS on the same tree as 

BFS requires exponential space in depth d. The paper 

involves the study of the mathematical aspects of the 

specified search algorithms and their required criteria 

for finding the best possible solution. 

Keywords: applications of AI,best first 

search,greedy breadth first search,iterative 

deepening 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In our modern times it is quite necessary to create a 

search technique that will help us to save our time as 

well as help us to generate a solution that is best suited 

for a specific problem. Solving a problem can be 

classified as a search in a state space. State space is a 

collection of states and operators acting on the states to 

give a desired output.Operators are actions that cause 

mapping of one state to another.Generally state space 

is a graph which has components such as  nodes 

representing the states, and edges representing the 

transitions of states.Search is defined as the orderly 

process of exploring the space for finding the goal state 

from initial state.A state-space tree is a state-space 

graph that does not consist of cycles but there are leaf 

nodes that are goal nodes of varying costs. The 

branching factor of a node is the number of children of 

the node. 

 The tree model is used because it a realistic model to 

solve various complicated real-life problems. A 

combinational approach is applied such that the 

problem is divided into sub-problems having no 

relation to each other so that they can be solved 

independently and easily so there is a partition created 

in the state space such that no duplicate nodes exist. 

  The tree model is best suited for linear space 

algorithms as a tree is explored at the cost of duplicate 

nodes generation.Due to the limitation of space,the 

detection of all duplicate nodes in a graph is not  

possible for linear space algorithms. 

 

 1.1Applications of AI 

 

The applications of AI are far reaching and 

widespread. One can easily look at various application 

areas right from military, application, consumer areas, 

space exploration. The field is quite vast due to the 

nature of the applications involved if you intend to 

look. The main upcoming areas include deep learning, 
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machine learning,where it is quite necessary to find the 

optimised solution to a given problem therefore 

artificial intelligence plays a crucial role. 

1.2 Expert system 

 

 It is quite different from a traditional computer in the 

sense that it is made to operate under the condition of 

inference rather the any sort of traditional computing . 

It is made to collect data in huge amount and made to 

perform decisions in real time hence it is quite helpful 

in this regard. A robot would be really useful if it can 

take decision on a real time basis rather than fed 

commands by the user. 

1.3 Fuzzy Logic 

The requirement sometimes call for vague applications 

rather a perfect answer to a solution hence it needs to 

be seen as to how we can find their needs.In areas 

where we need to find just as how a quantity varies 

between its extreme values and its variation with a 

continuous parameters. Like application in consumer 

electronics, automated industries etc. 

II. METHODS 

 

There are various search algorithms implemented in 

Artificial Intelligence depending upon requirement 

criteria.But we will focus on few of them:- 

 

A. Best First Search: 

  Best first search is a priority based queue to handle 

the incoming node problems. The issues can be 

resolved keeping in mind about the starting points.If 

we look at the problems we are facing , two anomalies 

arising are the defects linked with the depth first search 

and the breadth first search.  

Each problem is unique with respect to the situation we 

are using. Best first search employs the strengths of all 

the problems. The major reason for using the BFS is 

the complexity problems both possess , hence BFS 

comes to rescue , leading to the better solution. The 

approach is heuristic based hence more efficient in 

leading to proper and reliable solution . Suppose a 

graph contains multiple nodes such as a->b->c->d->e-

>f and so on creating a chain ,now suppose the 

heuristic value of the chain is different for different 

values , for e.g. the equations mentioned are shown in 

the following :- 

f(n) of node A=1                                                 (1) 

f(n) of node B=3                                                 (2) 

f(n) of node C=5                                                 (3) 

f(n) of node D=1                                                 (4) 

f(n) of node E=4                                                 (5) 

f(n) of node F=6                                                 (6) 

 

  Here f(n) denotes the heuristic value of the node and 

contains information such as the distance it presumes 

from the node and its respective node weight and 

averages. Now in the bfs module it is to understand 

which node is to be used. As A is the primary starting 

node in a binary tree its children are B,C and D 

.According to the heuristic values of these nodes D is 

having the lesser value hence node D is selected .   

    As can be seen that the node A  has 3 child and out 

them the minimum is the node D  having heuristic 

value of 1 hence it will be selected. It has further two 

nodes that we need to handle in order to solve the 

upcoming problem, it needs to be seen as to how we 

will deal with the issue . As out of the 3 nodes we are 

selecting one node hence the probability will come out 

to be ⅓ . Then furthermore D has two more node 

 

 

          Figure 1: Best first search in a graph 

E and F . Further the node with lesser heuristics 

will be chosen and so on. Now the comparison 

will  

be made with the present nodes as well as the previous 

nodes . It can be clearly seen that node B has the least 

of them all  hence it is chosen over others . Hence the 

main advantage is that the chosen node is based on 

particular values rather than path. This is the most 

evident advantage that it carries over bfs and dfs. 

Hence the advantages are carried over others smoothly. 
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The probability analysis of selecting a particular node 

in the different levels can be calculated as below:- 

Probability of selecting the nodes in level 1 is :- 

No of ways of selecting node D is :  

The probability of selecting D is / =⅓ 

Similarly the probability of selecting e from the next 

level is                                                        =  

   So on the number of ways and their corresponding 

probability can be calculated. 

       Probability selection here is based on the fact that 

the value of the edges of the nodes are equal or in other 

words unbiased. This is the approach of bfs and 

methods of tackling the problems of graphs and its 

edges . We will further look into the concept of other 

algorithms that will be employed in order to solve the 

edges related queries.  

 

 

 Figure 2: Algorithm for Best First Search 

B. Greedy Best First Search 

 The best first search includes many advantage 

points however another approach of solving is greedy 

best first search. In this approach a initial starting node 

and a target node is selected where a path has to be 

selected. The node and its approach can be understood 

in the manner that its attached node is counted . This 

can be properly understood in the manner that the node 

is selected based on the value of minimum 

heuristics.

      
Figure 3 :Greedy search in a graph 

  In the above diagram the initial node is S , where it is 

connected to 2 further nodes A and B . The next 

minimum node having least heuristic is chosen. The 

main motive is to reach the target node of G . Visibly 

the node B is selected as it has lesser heuristic value of 

5 . A unique problem arises as to how to move further, 

now it has two ways to proceed further keeping in 

mind the heuristic approach of the algorithm. As it has 

two connected nodes , having S and C , it could have 

gone either way, but as the node S has already been 

visited therefore no further examination is done. Hence 

C is chosen and consequently node D and finally 

reaching our target location of G . The greedy best first 

search provides  a route to find the shortest path to the 

end location or to the target location to be specific. 

Mathematically, 

f(n)=h(n) 

similar to the dfs and is incomplete in its total 

approach, hence has its own disadvantages. The space 

complexity has its  own notion of dealing with a 

particular concept. 

 Space complexity defines the need to know how much 

memory space is allocated to the particular algorithm 

in the worst case scenario.Hence it is calculated in big 

O notations .  

    Space complexity of the greedy search will come 

out to be 0( .Mathematically the the space 

complexity will be given by  

   S.C.= 0(  

 here , m=maximum depth of search space  
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  The major problem associated with this algorithm is 

that it will always try to find a optimal solution not the 

best solution 

By calculus one can visualize that a function can be 

denoted by 

                             f(x)=a +b +c 

it is a parabolic equation consisting of two roots, 

however to calculate two maximum points 

we will differentiate it , where we will get 

     f’(x)=2ax+b 

 equating the above to 0 

                               f’(x)=2ax+b=0 

                                x=  

mathematically the greedy search will not be able to 

detect the maxima or minima in this regard and find 

the other local maximum or minimum. Hence it needs 

to be seen how one can find a better solution .The 

above parabola will open upward or downwards 

depending upon the value of the coefficients of the 

equation in perspective . Hence the best solution is 

compromised with the optimal solution. If it is used to 

solve the travelling salesman problem it will provide a 

optimal solution based on the concept of finding the 

solution locally and not globally. Hence it will 

terminate in a few steps only saving time. Hence it is 

useful  in time  constraints. 

 

Figure 4: Algorithm for Recursive Best First 

Search 

C. Iterative Deepening 

 It is very important to understand whether we can 

create a solution leading to better optimization rather 

finding the best solution.Iterative deepening works on 

the concept of finding the solution and cumulatively it 

is sort of breadth first search and employing depth first 

search also systematically. 

  If one looks at the graph of an example it can be seen 

that the approach to solve the problem through depth 

first search is possible in two methods . First, the 

solution is possible in manner where it will remember 

the already visited node and secondly it will forget the 

visited node. The node can be understood better by the 

following diagram 

 

Figure 5: Iterative deepening 

  The time complexity of the iterative deepening 

method involves the following concept of 

understanding the minimum resources it can handle at 

an instant. The worst case time complexity of the 

iterative deepening method is 

                                       O  

here, b denotes the branching factor of the graph and d 

denotes the depth of the shallowest point in  graph in 

question. 

Mathematically,the worst space time complexity of 

this technique can be calculated in the manner and is 

given by 

                                        O(bd)    
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For understanding conceptually, we can see that the 

equation of iterative deepening is given by                   

(d+1-i)  

now putting values of d and b we can solve the above 

equation. 

suppose d=4, b=8 , 

                                      (4+1-i)  

Now solving by substituting,    

                       =5+32+192+1024+4096=5349 

  If iterative deepening is not used then the graph will 

forget to track two nodes leading to waste of resources. 

Thies can be understood by the following method 

where if the assumption is based that left node tracking 

is initiated first .If the approach is selected of not 

remembering the visited node then it will miss two 

node C and G. It will follow a path 

A,B,D,F,E,A,B,D,F,E and the loop will continue so on 

missing the nodes C and G . It is here that the iterative 

deepening comes to rescue and helps touching each 

and every node. 

 

Figure 6: Algorithm for Iterative Deepening 

 

  
 

Figure 7: Solution through Search techniques 

 

Properties Best First 

Search 

Greedy 

Best 

first 

Search 

Iterative 

Deepenin

g 

Definition applies 

heuristic 

function 

to search a 

node 

mix of 

bfs and 

dfs , 

applies 

the most 

optimize

d 

solution 

based on 

heuristic

s 

similar to 

an dfs on 

a 

cumulativ

e basis 

but tries 

to capture 

each and 

every 

node 

Time 

complexit

y 

 O(bd+1)     O    O  
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Space 

complexit

y 

 O(bd)     O     O(bd)   

Advantag

e 

Basic in 

its 

approach, 

based on 

heuristics  

Tries to 

find out 

how far 

the end 

point is 

from the 

solution 

node 

Complete

s  the 

nodes 

effectivel

y and 

does not 

let 

wastage 

of 

resources 

Dis- 

advantage 

some path 

will 

continue 

to look 

good even 

when it is 

not 

optimal 

anymore  

not 

optimal 

and not 

compete 

, suffers 

from the 

same 

problems 

as the dfs 

sometime

s result in 

calculatin

g the 

redundant 

node 

again and 

again,  

Applicatio

n     area 

used in 

many 

computer 

games and 

web 

crawlers, 

where the 

hyperlinks 

act as the 

unvisited 

successor 

nodes. 

areas of 

use 

include 

network 

routing , 

used in 

finding 

minimu

m 

spanning 

trees 

through 

kruskal 

and 

prim. 

can be 

applied in 

game tree 

searching 

algorithm 

because it 

is 

efficient 

in the 

approach 

of 

efficiency 

of bfs and 

dfs. 

 

 Table 1: Comparison of Search techniques 

 

  We have studied about the various searching 

techniques in Artificial Intelligence where multiple 

solutions to a problem exist but we find the goal state 

from all the possible states.Any of the searching 

algorithms can be applied depending upon the time 

frame and state space of evaluation for finding the 

optimal solution.Search algorithms that use space 

linear in search depth, like Recursive Best First Search 

(RBFS) and Iterative  

Deepening (ID), expand more nodes than search 

algorithms using space exponential in search depth,like 

Best First search (BFS). For problems involving large 

computation, linear space search algorithms are 

preferably used. RBFS is used when a problem cannot 

be represented by a bounded-depth tree, or a problem 

which has a specified polynomial time.For applications 

involving gaming and networking routers greedy 

search can be employed. 
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